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ABSTRACT 

 

 Automatic traffic data collection can significantly save labor work and cost 

compared to manual data collection. The collected traffic data is necessary for traffic 

simulation and modeling, performance evaluation of the traffic scene, and eventually 

(re)design of the traffic scene. However, automatic traffic data collection has been one of 

the challenges in Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). This thesis presents the 

development of a single camera based video system for automatic traffic data collection 

for roundabouts and intersections. The system targets roundabouts and intersections 

because no mature data collection systems exist for these traffic scenes yet in contrast to 

highway scenes. The developed system has mainly three steps of processing. First, the 

camera is calibrated for the traffic scene of interest and a novel circle-based calibration 

algorithm is proposed for roundabouts. Second, the system tracks vehicles from the video 

by incorporating powerful imaging processing techniques and tracking algorithms. 

Finally, the resulting vehicle trajectories from vehicle tracking are analyzed to extract the 

interested traffic data, which includes vehicle volume, vehicle speed (including 

acceleration/de-acceleration behavior), travel time, rejected gaps, accepted gaps, follow-

up time and lane use. Practical tests of the developed system show that it can reliably 

track vehicles and provide reasonably accurate traffic data in most cases.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1) Traffic surveillance 

 The increasing traffic demand in conjunction with the limited construction of new 

roads has caused recurring congestion in the U.S. While building new facilities is still 

needed, a much less expensive additional measure is utilizing the use of existing roads, 

which is one of the important goals in Intelligent Transportation System (ITS). Using 

current facilities wisely could help reduce travel time and pollutant emissions, ease delay 

and congestion, and improve safety. To enhance efficient usage and capacity of current 

transportation networks, detailed traffic data are needed. However, manual collection of 

traffic data is very laborious and costly. Therefore, automatic traffic data collection has 

been one of the active research areas. In the past, various approaches to automatic traffic 

data collection based on inductive loops, microwave radar, cameras, etc were proposed. 

 Each method has its strength and weakness. For example, whereas the inductive 

loop technique is mature and well understood, its installation requires pavement cut and 

the accuracy decreases when a large variety of vehicle classes are to be detected. 

Microwave radar, whereas it is easier to install and could measure speed directly, has 

difficulty when detecting stopped vehicles. Another emerging technology is vehicle-

based sensor networks, which collects data by locating vehicles via mobile phones or 

Global Positioning System (GPS) devices over the entire road network. But this 

technology has raised many concerns about drivers’ privacy and it also requires devices 

installed in all vehicles. 

 The type of data that can be collected also varies between these methods. Whereas 

most methods could produce vehicle count and speed, not all of them could classify 

vehicle type or be employed for multiple lane detection. Table 1-1 shows traffic output 

data and communication bandwidth of typical technologies. Their equipment costs and 
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life time can be found in Table 1-2. Those data gives us a glimpse of how to choose 

appropriate technology to collect desired traffic data. As it is seen from Table 1-1, 

regarding the most variety of traffic data that could be collected, video image processor is 

the best approach. This is a very important advantage to traffic data collection for some 

complex traffic scenes such as a roundabout or an intersection for which there are more 

traffic data specifications. For example, traffic performance measurements for highway target 

mostly vehicle volume, vehicle speed and lane use, but for roundabouts or intersections, other 

measurements such as origin-destination pairs, waiting time and gap size are needed as well.  

 

Table 1- 1. Traffic output data, communications bandwidth of available sensors [1] 
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Table 1- 2. Equipment cost of some detectors [2]. 

1.2) Video-based system 

 Video-based systems have been applied for traffic data collection since 1970s. 

Figure 1-1 shows an Autoscope camera by Image Sensing System Inc., a video-based 

system which was initiated at the University of Minnesota in 1984 [3] and has been 

installed in more than 55 countries [4]. However, the main application of the Autoscope 

video system is vehicle presence detection or monitoring while producing limited performance 

measurements such as vehicle count. Also, the system uses running average based 

background estimation for segmentation. Therefore, there is no explicit global threshold 

for extracting vehicles. Instead, the empirical database is used to adjust the vehicle 

presence detection by the selection of particular algorithms or merely parameter values. 

Furthermore, the system was developed for highways and intersections, where the vehicle 

movements are simpler than that of roundabout.  
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 In this thesis, we present the development of a video-based traffic data collection 

system for roundabouts and intersections. The system targets roundabouts and 

intersections because no mature data collection systems exist for these traffic scenes yet 

in contrast to highway scenes. The developed system has mainly three steps of 

processing. First, the camera is calibrated for the traffic scene of interest and a novel 

circle-based calibration algorithm is proposed for roundabouts. Second, the system tracks 

vehicles from the video by incorporating powerful imaging processing techniques and 

tracking algorithms. Finally, the resulting vehicle trajectories from vehicle tracking are 

analyzed to extract the interested traffic data, which includes vehicle volume, vehicle 

speed (including acceleration/de-acceleration behavior), travel time, rejected gaps, 

accepted gaps, follow-up time and lane use.  

 

Figure 1- 1. Autoscope Solo Terra video detection system. 

 In following chapters, we describe in detail the developed video-based system for 

traffic data collection of roundabouts and intersections. In chapter two, we present a 

novel approach to calibrate the camera for roundabout traffic scenes. In chapter three, 

vehicle segmentation and tracking will be presented in detail. Algorithms for traffic data 

collection will be presented in chapter four. Finally, conclusions are made in chapter five. 
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Chapter 2: Camera calibration 

 In this chapter, we present an approach to estimate intrinsic and extrinsic 

parameters of the camera for roundabout traffic scenes. We first review previous works 

on camera calibration for roadway scenes based on the parallel line method, and then 

present our proposed method for camera calibration of roundabout scenes. The proposed 

method can estimate tilt angle, focal length, and camera height by matching the ellipse 

equation extracted from an image with the perspective-transformed equation of the 

corresponding real-world circle. The pan angle is not required in our method and only 

one image is needed for camera calibration. The method is validated with real-world 

roundabout traffic scenes and the calibration results are reasonably accurate compared to 

ground truth measurements. 

2.1) Introduction  

 Camera calibration is to estimate the camera’s perspective information from 

images of real-world objects and it is a well-grown field in computer vision.  Due to 

widespread use of camera-based vision systems in Intelligent Transportation Systems 

(ITS), camera calibration has also become an important topic in this area.  The extracted 

camera parameters are typically necessary for estimation of vehicle speed [5], object 

classification and tracking [6], etc.  In [7], camera calibration is also used for resolving 

vehicle occlusions.  To fully extract the camera’s perspective information including both 

intrinsic and extrinsic parameters involves very complex calculations using a set of 

images taken from well-arranged objects such as a check board [8][9].  However, in ITS 

applications, objects or landmarks may not be easily arranged for camera calibration like 

in computer vision applications.  Besides, the computation complexity and the 

requirement for multiple images make those methods unsuitable for applications in 

practical traffic scenes.  Therefore, in the past years simplified methods to perform 
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camera calibration in ITS applications have been proposed.  In the following, we briefly 

review some previous work and then motivate our work. 

2.2) Roadway Camera Calibration 

 Most previous works on camera calibration have targeted roadway scenes such as 

highways, in which vehicle moving directions are known.  For roadway scenes, the 

geometry setup of the camera for calibration is typically described as shown in Figure 2-1 

[10].  The camera height and the lane width are known a priori for camera calibration.  

Some works attempt camera calibration with landmarks like points, lines, poles, or 

objects with known shape, while other works apply techniques that detect moving 

vehicles and use mean vehicle dimension.  
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Figure 2- 1. Side view and top view of the camera setup for roadway scenes and 

projection of real-world traffic lanes in the image coordinate. 
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 The landmarks used in [10-12] are traffic stripe lanes, which are supposed to be 

parallel in real world but generally do not appear parallel in the image frames.  In some 

cases, these traffic lanes can be automatically extracted from the images by various image 

processing algorithms such as the Hough-transform technique [25].  Once the traffic 

lanes are extracted, the coordinate of their intersection point in the image is computed.  

This intersection point is called a vanishing point, which can be used to estimate intrinsic 

and extrinsic parameters of the camera. The vanishing point is often computed along the 

vehicle moving direction.  

 Extracting traffic lanes to estimate the vanishing point in images may require 

expensive computational processing.  Besides, in practice, traffic lanes may not appear 

clearly in images depending on the specific traffic scene or road condition.  To address 

this concern, some works propose to track vehicles to find vehicle trajectories [4][13-14], 

which can be regarded as the equivalents of traffic lanes, and then estimate the vanishing 

point from the intersection of multiple vehicle trajectories.  [13] can calculate focal 

length, tilt, pan angle and camera height but requires mean dimensions of vehicles (width, 

length) to calculate scale factors on vertical and horizontal axes.  These techniques can be 

automated but need to collect data from a large number of image frames.  

 In some works, two vanishing points are used for camera calibration. The second 

vanishing point is the intersection of lines perpendicular to the traffic lanes.  There are 

also various techniques to estimate the second vanishing point.  [5] uses bottom edges of 

vehicles with the assumption that the camera is oriented properly.  This technique may 

not work well if bottom edges of vehicles are distorted or of abnormal shape in case of 

shadow.  [14] improves accuracy by choosing edges of vehicle windows, which seem to 

be more homogenous in vehicles. 

 In [15-16], the authors suggest a simplified form of camera calibration using a 

scale factor.  This camera model with a reduced number of calibration parameters is 
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claimed to be adequate for making accurate mean speed estimations.  But one of the 

critical underlying assumptions is that the vehicle’s moving direction is known. 

 In summary, previous works on camera calibration of roadway scenes are mostly 

based on the parallel line method in which vanishing points are estimated.  However, 

these methods are not suitable to traffic scenes such as roundabouts.  On one hand, 

parallel lines in roundabouts are seldom available, as traffic lanes in roundabouts are not 

parallel.  On the other hand, it is rarely possible to derive parallel lines from vehicle 

trajectories as vehicles move in a circular fashion.  Therefore, we need a different 

technique for camera calibration of roundabout traffic scenes. 

2.3) Conic-Based Camera Calibration 

 Instead of using parallel lines, [17-20] propose methods to calibrate the camera 

using circles.  A circle in the real world becomes an ellipse in the image after projection.  

However, in general the projected circle-center is not the ellipse-center in the image, 

except the case in which the optical axis of the camera points exactly to the circle center 

(in that case the projected circle-center becomes the center of the image).  If the 

coordinate of the projected circle-center in the image is found, one can extract the 

camera’s parameters.  For example, [19] applies a technique that asymptotically locates 

the projected circle-center in the image using two concentric circles in the real world.  

This method requires a well-arranged scene that may only be available in computer 

vision applications.  Another disadvantage of this method is that it requires the complete 

circles in the scene.  [17] uses both a circle and a few lines that go through the circle-

center in the real world to compute the vanishing line, and then estimates the camera’s 

parameters.  This method also requires an arranged scene and three or more images of the 

scene to calibrate the camera.  Also, the lines that go through the circle-center are seldom 

available in practical roundabout traffic scenes.  Another method is proposed in [18] to 

use two arbitrary coplanar circles for camera calibration and it requires only one image 
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frame.  The unit normal vector and the focal length can be estimated.  [20] uses only one 

circle and one image frame for calibration, but it requires an additional right angle.  

 In summary, one common disadvantage of the above methods is that they mostly 

require well-arranged scenes.  The other drawback is that computation complexity of 

these methods is usually very high in spite of good accuracy.  Hence, these methods are 

not suitable to real-world traffic scenes in ITS applications. 

2.4) Proposed method for calibration at roundabout 

 The proposed method uses one common landmark, a circle, which is usually 

available and can be identified, to calibrate the camera for roundabout traffic scenes.  We 

first extract the equation of the ellipse in the image, and then match it with the projected 

equation of the corresponding real-world circle to find out the camera parameters.  We 

also simplify the algorithm to calibrate the camera with only one image frame.  

 In the following, we first describe geometry setup of the camera and the 

projection matrix between the image coordinate and the world coordinate.  Then, we 

discuss the projection of a circle in the world coordinate.  Subsequently, we present 

fitting of the ellipse in the image. Finally, the method to calibrate the camera is described. 

2.4.1) Geometry Setup of the Camera 

 Cameras used for traffic surveillance are generally Pan-Tilt-Zoom cameras and 

mounted nearby the traffic scene [12].  Figure 2-2 shows the side view and top view of 

the camera setup used in our calibration method.  Let (wx, wy, wz) denote the unit vector 

of the world coordinate, (cx, cy, cz) the unit vector of the camera coordinate, (ix, iy) the 

unit vector of the image coordinate, φ the tilt angle, and finally P the origin of the world 

coordinate that is projected into the center (or the principal point) of the image. 
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Figure 2- 2. Side view, top view of the camera setup used in our calibration method 

and image coordinate. 

The camera’s intrinsic parameters in general can be represented by the following matrix 

K [20-21] 

� � �� � ��0 � �	0 0 1 �                                                                 1� 

where parameter f refers to the camera’s focal length with unit in pixel.  The point (px, py) 

is the principal point in the image coordinate.  In most cases in traffic surveillance 

applications, we can assume that (px, py) = (0,0) [12] and the error incurred is typically 

very small.  The skew factor s is the amount by which the angle between the horizontal 

axis and vertical axis differs from 90 degrees.  This parameter is often admitted to zero 

because true CCD cameras have x and y axes perpendicular [24].  
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 The rotation matrix, representing the orientation of the camera coordinate with 

respect to the world coordinate, can be written as 

� � �1 0 00 ���� ����0 ����� �����                                                   2� 

With � � �������	������ � � 0��/����� � representing the camera’s optical center in the world 

coordinate and the transformation vector  � � ��� , perspective transformation from the 

world coordinate to the image planar coordinate can be described as  

� !"� � �#�|�% &���	��1 ' ;   )���	* � 1" + !,                                                          3� 

where #  ! "% is the homogenous vector.  Substituting K, R and t, (3) can be rewritten as: 

� !"� � & �        0 0 0  0 �. ���� �. ���� 0  0   � ���� ���� ��/����' &���	��1 '                            4� 

 In typical traffic scenes, the depth of images is large because the camera is often 

mounted high above the ground to have a wide view.  For that reason, the height of 

objects (vehicles or some landmarks) can be neglected to simplify the calculation.  With 

wz = 0, from (3) and (4) we can obtain the transformation equations between the image 

coordinate and the world coordinate as follows 

�� � � ����	 . ���� 0 �����                                                            5� 
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�	 � � �����. �	�	 . ���� 0 �����                                                              6� 

Solving (wx, wy) from (5) and (6), the image coordinate can be mapped back to the world 

coordinate as follows 

�� � � 3.456.7489:4;.�<79                                                  7� 
�	 � � 3.4;>?@ A.6.7489:4;.�<79�                                  8� 

 Equation (7) and (8) reveal three important parameters for camera calibration, 

which are focal length f, tilt angle φ and camera height h. 

2.4.2) Projection of a Circle 

General equations of a circle and an ellipse can be written as follows 

�� � ��C 0 D�	 � EFC � �C                                                                 9� 

��C 0 2. H. ��. �	 0 I. �	C 0 2. J. �� 0 2. K. �	 0 L � 0                       10� 

 The point (a,b) is the circle-center in the world coordinate and R refers to the 

radius of the circle.  The ellipse is characterized by a set of parameters (H, B, G, F, E) in 

the equation.  When a circle in the real world is projected to the image plane with 

perspective projection, it becomes an ellipse in the image [24-25].  As discussed, the 

projection depends on camera parameters such as focal length, camera height, and tilt 

angle.  The key is that after projection, a circle originally characterized by (9) in the 

world coordinate should match exactly the ellipse characterized by (10) in the image 

coordinate.  Based on this principle, substituting (7) and (8) in (9), (9) can be re-written 

as in (11) 
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�C. ��C 0 2�. �. ����. ��. �	 0  2. �. �. �. ����. �� � �C���C��C � �C � EC� 0  
#2. �. E. � � 2. �. ����. cos φ. �C � �C � EC�%. �	 0 

+ 3Q748Q9 0 2. �. E. ���� � ���C�. �C � �C � EC�, . �	C � 0     (11) 

Then, by matching (10) and (11) we can compute the camera parameters. 

2.4.3) Ellipse Fitting 

 In this subsection, we briefly describe how to obtain equation (10).  The ellipse in 

the image can be mathematically characterized by a set of five parameters (H, B, G, F, 

E).  We apply ellipse fitting techniques to find these parameters.  Ellipse fitting, or ellipse 

detection, uses two common techniques in data fitting, clustering such as Hough-based 

methods [26] and maximum-likelihood such as expectation-maximization or the least-

square algorithm [27].  The least-square method chooses the best fit for which the sum of 

squared residuals has the least value.  Let us denote F(ix,iy) the distance of a point (ix,iy) to 

the ellipse in the image, which is calculated by substituting (ix,iy) into equation (10), the 

fitting can be approached by minimizing the sum of squared distances from N known 

points on the ellipse perimeter as follows: 

R S � T K��U , �	U�W
XYZ  

The ellipse equation has five degrees of freedom; hence N should be at least equal to five. 

2.4.4) Overall Camera Calibration 

 With what is described in the above three sub-sections, we can now outline the 

proposed method for camera calibration of roundabouts.  First, we extract the ellipse 

equation using ellipse fitting [27] from selected points in the image on the ellipse 
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perimeter.  Then, we compute the camera parameters by the direct solving method (based 

on matching of (10) and (11)) or the optimization method. 

 For direct solving method, we divide equation (11) by h2 and match it with the 

ellipse equation in (10), then the tilt angle and focal length can be computed as follows 

� � sin]Z
^
_̀�ab� c 1

I 0 L. HCJC � 2. H. KJ d
e
fg                                            12� 

� � JH cot��                                                                                              13� 

 If the radius of the circle, denoted as R, is known which is usually the case, then 

the height of the camera can be solved as 

� � �. �. J. �����ab�HC. �C. L � JC� � K. J � H. L�C. ���C��                14� 

 From (12)-(14), we can extract intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters required 

for calibration.  It should be noted that the circle-center (a,b) in the world coordinate does 

not appear in the above equations, and in fact they can be solved as well.  

 To evaluate the reliability of the direct solving method, we performed camera 

calibration 10 times on a test image with different points on the ellipse perimeter 

manually picked each time.  Then, we evaluated the ratio of standard deviation over mean 

for each parameter.  The results show that f, calculated from (13), varies up to ±15% 

throughout the trials.  On the other hand, tilt angle is very stable between the trials. 

 To address the possible concern that focal length may be sensitive to the results of 

ellipse fitting due to inaccuracy incurred in manual selection of points from the ellipse 

perimeter, we propose a more robust method based on optimization.  Assuming that the 
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radius of the circle R and camera height h are known, we first calculate tilt angle from 

(12) (as it is stable from direct solving), then use the least-square algorithm to optimize f.  

Denoting F(f, pk) the algebraic distance of a point pk(wx, wy) to the circle as follows 

K�, �X� � �� � ��C 0 D�	 � EFC � �C 

then the error term to be minimized with N projected points is  

Lbb�b � T K�, �X�W
XYZ  

 It was evaluated that the resulting focal length f was very stable throughout the 

trials based on the optimization method.  

2.5) Result 

 We applied the proposed method to many artificial lab scenes and real-world 

roundabout traffic scenes and the results for a few of them are shown below.  

2.5.1) Experiment 1: lab scenes 

 For comparison purpose, the lab scene has two parallel lines, a check board and a 

dish plate to represent a circle (denoted in white) as in Figure 2-3.  The radius of the plate 

is 13.5cm.  The camera is set up 70cm above ground.  For the proposed calibration 

method, 10 to 15 points are manually selected from the ellipse perimeter in the image, 

and then fitted to obtain the ellipse equation which is matched against the circle equation 

to derive focal length, tilt angle, and camera height.  The calibration results are shown in 

Table 2-1, together with those from the parallel line method [11] and Bouguet's 

calibration toolbox [28] for comparison.  Note that in the parallel line method, camera 

height h can not be computed and is assumed to be known.  It can be seen that the results 
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from the three methods are comparable.  Compared to Bouguet’s method, the proposed 

method has 95% accuracy for focal length and 90% accuracy for distance estimations. 

 

 

Figure 2- 3. Lab images for experiments. 

 f (pixel) φ (rad) h (cm) X (cm) Y (cm) 

Parallel line method 3632 0.8 - 12.3 17.3 

Bouguet's method 3200 - - 15 21 

Proposed method (manual) 3359 0.8 66.8 13.5 18.8 

Proposed method (automatic) 3075 0.78 72.4 15.5 21.9 

Table 2- 1. A Comparison of the calibration results from three methods. 

2.5.2) Experiment 2: real-world roundabouts 

 A real-world roundabout is shown in Figure 2-4 and the landmark of the circle is 

shown in red.  The images were captured by a surveillance camera nearby the scene.  

This roundabout is located in Cottage Grove, Washington County in Minnesota.  Traffic 

speed limit, radius of the roundabout, and camera height are respectively 25 miles per 
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hour, 110 feet, and 51 feet.  Using the proposed method for camera calibration, the 

estimated tilt angle, focal length, and camera height are shown in Table 2-2.  

 The estimated camera height (52.3 feet) is very close to the measured camera 

height (51 feet) with an error less than 2.5%.  With these parameters and the known 

frame rate of the video, we estimate the speed of each vehicle (see Table 2-4) in this 

roundabout to be in the range of 10-35mph, which agrees with the speed limit well, 

though in this case no ground speed measurements are available for comparison.  Also, 

we measured several marked distances in the real world and compared them with the 

distances estimated using the calibration results.  The comparison results are shown in 

Table 2-3 and the accuracy is about 93%. 

Roundabout φ (rad) f (pixel) h (feet) 

Figure 2-4 0.318 240 52.3 

Figure 2-5(a) 0.286 118 0.646*R 

Figure 2-5(b) (manual) 0.271 213 0.523*R 

Figure 2-5(b) (automatic) 0.256 250 0.588*R 

Table 2- 2. Calibration results for the roundabouts in Figure 2-4 and Figure 2-5. 

Distance AB CD EF 

Designed 32 ft. 14 ft. 8 ft. 

Estimated 31.6 ft. 13 ft. 7.7 ft. 

Table 2- 3. Estimation of distances in Figure 2-4. 

Vehicle # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Speed (mph) 35 12.1 24.6 27.8 29.8 22.3 15.2 15.2 

Table 2- 4. Estimation of vehicles’ speed in Figure 2-4. 
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Figure 2- 4. An image of the roundabout. 

 Two more roundabout traffic scenes are shown in Figure 2-5 (a) and (b).  They 

are both located in Minnesota and can be found in the video posted at the website in [29].   

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 2- 5. Images of two other roundabouts. 

 As of the time this thesis was written, we have not obtained the original design 

data, such as the radius of the roundabout.  Therefore, we show the calibration results as a 

function of the radius R for the two roundabouts in Table 2-2.  It should be noted that the 
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tilt angle and focal length are independent of R as shown in equation (12) and (13) 

whereas the camera height is. 

 Finally, note that in the above experiments, the points on the ellipse perimeter 

have been manually picked for ellipse fitting.  As in previous works for traffic lane 

extraction, ellipse can also be automatically extracted.  In the automatic mode, we used 

the Chord-Tangent method in [30].  First, we convert the color image to grayscale and 

perform Sobel edge detection.  The result is a binary image with edge points.  Tangents to 

the ellipse at a random pair of edge points are constructed, and then a line is formed that 

connects the intersection point of tangents and the midpoint of the line connecting the 

pair of edge points.  All points on this line are accumulated in the parameter space 

because the ellipse-center lies on this line.  We repeat the process with all pairs of edge 

points.  Then, peak location proceeds and we have the candidate centers of the ellipse.  

After that, for each candidate center of the ellipse located at (xi, yi) found in the previous 

step, we rewrite the ellipse equation in the new (u, v) coordinate as  C 0  2H ! 0 I!C 0Li � 0  with u= x-xi and v= y-yi.  Now for each edge point we accumulate in the (H, B, 

E’) parameter space and again search for the peak location to derive the final ellipse 

parameters.  For the experiment on a lab scene, the calibration results in the automatic 

mode are shown in Table 2-1 for comparison.  Also, for the real-world roundabout shown 

in Figure 2-5(b), the calibration results in the automatic mode are shown in Table 2-2 for 

comparison.  It can be seen the calibration results in the manual mode and the automatic 

model agree well.  However, for the automatic mode of camera calibration, the 

disadvantage is that low-resolution cameras, noise, and unclear ellipse perimeters may 

have negative effect on the accuracy of ellipse fitting.  This actually happened to the real-

world roundabout in Figure 2-4 and the other one in Figure 2-5(a).  Currently, we provide 

both manual mode and automatic mode in our software implementation and let the user 

decide which option to use. 
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 In case the ellipse is not clear in the image (as the landmark of the circle is not 

clear in real-world roundabout scenes), we may track the vehicles in the roundabout 

scene to obtain the vehicle trajectories, which can then be regarded as the equivalents of 

circles. This idea has been also used in previous works on camera calibration for roadway 

scenes when traffic lanes are not clear in the image [5][13-14].  

 In our algorithm, we assume that principal point is image origin (px=0, py=0). To 

evaluate the stability of results regarding principal point’s position, we recomputed 

camera parameters in case of (px=10, py=10). The result show that tilt angle, focal length, 

and camera height vary by 1%, 5%, and 4% respectably. Those variations are relatively 

small and in acceptable ranges. 

2.6) Summary 

 This chapter proposes a new and simple method for camera calibration of 

roundabout traffic scenes in ITS applications by using a landmark of a circle.  The 

proposed method extracts the ellipse equation from the image and matches it with the 

projected equation of the corresponding circle in real-world traffic scenes.  The proposed 

method is validated using images of both lab scenes and real-world roundabout scenes.  

The results are very comparable to measurements and those from the parallel line method 

previously used in roadway scenes.  Another advantage of the proposed method is that it 

requires only one image for camera calibration.  Finally, note that the proposed method 

does not require the complete ellipse (equivalently the landmark of the complete circle in 

real world), but only a number of points on the ellipse perimeter. 
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Chapter 3: Vision-based tracking system 

 Vision-based tracking systems have been used widely due to their advantage to 

provide the most comprehensive information about the vehicles compared to loop-

detectors or radars. Though videos captured could be manually inspected for traffic 

performance measurements, it is very costly and laborious. Recent research work focuses 

on automatically collecting traffic performance measurements from video processing. 

There are relatively mature data acquisition technologies available for highways, but 

automatic data collection from roundabouts and intersections presents unique challenges 

because of more complex traffic scenes, data specifications and vehicle behavior. In this 

chapter, we propose a tracking-based automated traffic data collection system dedicated 

to roundabouts. This system could also be applied to intersections and highways with 

slight modifications.  

 The proposed system has three main steps of processing.  First, the system uses an 

enhanced Mixture of Gaussian algorithm with shaking removal for video segmentation, 

which can tolerate repeated camera displacements and background movements. Next, 

Kalman filtering, Kernel-based tracking and overlap-based optimization are employed to 

track the vehicles occluded and to derive the complete vehicle trajectories.  The resulting 

vehicle trajectory of each individual vehicle gives the position, size, shape and speed of 

the vehicle at each time moment.  Finally, a data mining algorithm is used to 

automatically extract the interested traffic data from the vehicle trajectories.   

 In our work so far, there are totally seventy-two videos processed by our system. 

These videos were captured from July 2009 to October 2010 for the same roundabout and 

the main traffic scene of interest is an entrance of the roundabout, not the roundabout 

itself. An image of the traffic scene can be found in Figure 3-3 in page 37. It can be seen 

that there entrance way has a slope, therefore does not satisfy the ground-plane 

constraints. Therefore, the camera calibration algorithm introduced in chapter 2 can not 
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be used for this traffic scene. Instead, the camera calibration would be used later to 

process videos that target the whole roundabout to derive origin-destinations for example. 

Due to lack of camera calibration, the proposed tracking system derive vehicle states in 

2-dimensional (2D) image, instead of the real 3D world. In spite of that, the proposed 

system is still valuable and can measure a broad variety of traffic data such as vehicle 

volume, travel time, rejected gaps, accepted gaps and follow-up time.  The overall traffic 

data collection system has been implemented in software. The extracted traffic data has 

been compared to manual measurements and an accuracy of up to 90% has been 

achieved. 

3.1) Introduction 

 Traffic data collection is a very important task in transportation applications as it 

provides data necessary for traffic simulation, modeling and performance evaluation.  

While traffic data can be manually collected, automating this task is vital in reducing cost 

and improving efficiency.  In literature, there has been a significant amount of work on 

automated traffic data collection for highways.  Those systems developed for highway 

scenes are relatively mature and successful thanks to relatively simple vehicle behavior 

and simple traffic data specifications.  Some representative work can be found in 

references [31-36].  We will not go into detail for the developed systems for highways.  

Instead, we focus on systems that are developed for roundabouts, as these traffic scenes 

are more challenging due to complex scene characteristics, data specifications and 

vehicle behavior.  For example, camera calibration techniques have not been well 

developed for roundabout traffic scenes while mature for highway scenes.  Also, existing 

traffic data collection for highways target mostly vehicle volume, vehicle speed and lane 

use, but for roundabouts other measurements such as origin-destination pairs, waiting 

time and gap size are needed as well.  Besides, vehicle behavior at roundabouts tends to 

be more complicated, as it involves frequent acceleration/de-acceleration, waiting and 

turning. 
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 A variety of methods have been proposed to use sensors, loop inductors, radars or 

cameras for traffic data collection.  Recently, in [37] an approach using wireless sensor 

networks is proposed for traffic data estimation for intersections.  For each way of the 

intersection, a sensor is placed in each lane.  When a vehicle drives through the sensor, its 

timing is simply recorded in the sensor’s log.  Then, all the logs of the sensors are 

analyzed offline to estimate the vehicle volumes of each turning direction.  While the 

detection part could be accurate using sensors, however, a number of issues exist with 

this approach.  First, there is ambiguity in the process of analyzing the logs.  As shown in 

[37], depending on the specific timings of the vehicles, some vehicle trajectories could 

not be correctly classified.  Second, the major limitation of the system is that it can only 

estimate traffic data like vehicle turning volumes and waiting time.  To estimate the 

vehicle speed, more sensors are needed in each lane.  However, even in that case, it is not 

possible to track the acceleration/deceleration behavior of the vehicle.  Other traffic data, 

such as gap size and lane use, cannot be handled either.  A very similar project and 

developed system based on detection using sensors is also reported in [38].  Another 

commercial system, Miovision [39], is available today for traffic data collection for 

intersections; however it is restricted to vehicle count.  It should be noted that the 

Miovision system uses cameras instead of sensors.   

 While various sensor technologies are available, visual information provided by 

cameras can potentially provide comprehensive and accurate traffic data with non-

intrusiveness, easier management, lower cost and higher efficiency.  In this chapter, we 

present a tracking-based data collection system that can address the above issues with the 

existing data acquisition technologies. 

3.2) System overview 

 The proposed traffic data collection system is implemented as software that runs 

on a regular PC.  It incorporates powerful image processing algorithms to allow accurate 
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traffic data collection.  The data collection system has mainly three processing steps, 

segmentation to identify vehicles, tracking vehicles to derive the trajectory of each 

vehicle, and the final step of data-mining to extract traffic data.   

 Vehicle segmentation is the first processing step in the data collection system.  

There are many existing methods for vehicle segmentation, such as background 

subtraction, running average, texture-based method and Eigen-background method [41-

47].  However, one main disadvantage of these methods is that they do not cope well with 

camera shaking and background movements, which happen quite often in practice.  

Another method to build background models is to model each pixel with a Gaussian 

distribution.  To cope with repeated camera shaking, the proposed system applies a 

mixture of Gaussian distributions for each pixel [48-49].  To further remove false 

detections from camera shaking, a shaking-removal algorithm is applied to refine the 

segmented objects.   

 The resulting outputs from vehicle segmentation are binary objects that are 

potentially vehicles.  After segmentation, tracking is the next step to detect and track 

vehicles in each time frame.  The goal is to obtain the complete vehicle trajectory, as it 

gives comprehensive information about the state of the vehicle at each time moment, 

which is more accurate for traffic data collection than without trajectories.  A number of 

methods exist for tracking.  Some popular approaches are region-based tracking [31], 

contour-based tracking [50], model-based tracking [51], and feature-based tracking [52].  

Our approach is region-based tracking with combined Kalman filtering, Kernel-based 

tracking and overlap-based optimization techniques for handling vehicle occlusions.   

 Finally, in the last step a data mining algorithm is applied to extract all interested 

traffic data from the vehicle trajectories.  This step does not incur any accuracy loss on 

traffic data given vehicle trajectories.  Such a traffic data collection system relieves traffic 
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engineers from the laborious job of manual data collection as in [22-23], thus can 

significantly reduce cost and improve efficiency.   

 The next section describes the implementation of the proposed data collection 

system in detail, followed by results and conclusions. 

3.3) Vehicle Segmentation 

 Segmentation is the first step for traffic surveillance. The better the result of this 

step is, the easier and more accurate vehicle tracking is. We first briefly review some 

previous methods and the introduces a segmentation method based on background 

modeling in which each pixel is consider as a mixture of Gaussian. 

3.3.1) Existing approaches 

 There are many methods for background modeling. The beginning idea is 

calculating background based on the history of pixel values. The average background 

simply takes the average of N previous frame, and when a new frame comes, it will 

replace the oldest frame. Other similar approaches take median or mode value instead of 

average. Background of those approaches can be defined as 

IW � average, median or mode qIs| k � 0, 1 …  Nw 
where Ik is the intensity at frame k. Those methods run very fast, but they also require a 

lot of memories: N * size (frame). To reduce memory consumption, the running average 

method simply adapts background based on incoming frame with a certain learning rate: 

IW � 1 � x� y IW]Z 0 x y zW 

where BN-1 is the background at frame N-1, IN is pixel intensity value at frame N, and α a 

learning rate. When a new frame comes, we take α percent of its intensity and (1-α) 

percent of existing background as the new background. A large value of α means that the 
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model will update faster, typically α= 5% (0.05).  An example of pseudo code for this 

algorithm could be found in Table 3-1. 

%initialize  
read the first frame  
create a matrix with the same size as the frame to represent background  
for  all pixels in the frame  
    background = current frame;  
end  for  
  
%processing  
for  all frames in the video  
    read new frame  
    for  all pixels in the frame  
        if  |current frame - background| > threshold  
            set the pixel as foreground;  
        end  if  
        background = (1-alpha)*background + alpha* zW; %update  
    end  for  
end  for  

Table 3- 1. Pseudo code for running average algorithm 

 There is also a combined method like in [58], choosing between running mode 

and running average base on a scoreboard algorithm. The mechanism to update 

background can be modified from blind update to selective update: 

IW � 1 � x� y IW]Z 0 x y zW y { 

with M=1 if the pixel is classified as background, and 0 if foreground. 

 [47] uses another advanced approach, eigenspace, to form the background. M 

eigenvectors corresponding to M largest eigenvalues are kept when applying Principle 

Component Analysis (PCA) on a sequence of N images. Background pixels, which 

appear frequently in frames, will significantly contribute to this model while moving 

objects do not. [59] is an modified version of eigenbackground modeling, which run 

faster because the decomposition step is eliminated in updating procedure. 
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 Texture property of the image also could be used for segmentation. [60] uses 

autocorrelation difference between two image blocks to compare their similarities. This 

method also requires an empirical threshold which is not explicit and varies through 

videos. Moreover, the computational workload for autocorrelation is high. 

 The above-discussed methods have some common disadvantages. They do not 

provide an explicit way to choose the threshold for segmentation. Also, they do not cope 

well with camera shaking (repeated or occasional shaking due to wind) and background 

movements (such as trees, grass). 

3.3.2) Mixture of Gaussian  

 In our implementation, the variation of each pixel across time is modeled by a 

mixture of 5 Gaussian distributions (MoG) and each distribution has its own mean, 

standard deviation, and weight [48-49].  The MoG actually models both foreground and 

background.  The first B (B<=5) distributions are chosen as the background model.  A 

threshold T is defined to represent the portion of the data that should be accounted for the 

background model: 

I��|"b� �} � S��~ �T �X
~

XYZ � �� 

where wk is the weight of distribution k (k=1,2,3,4,5).  We normalize the weights such 

that: 

T �X � 1�
XYZ  

 For a new image frame, each incoming pixel will be subject to a matching test to 

see whether it belongs to any existing distribution of that pixel or not.  In our project, we 
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apply confidence intervals for matching.  We choose the confidence interval to be 98%, 

so an incoming pixel X will belong to the distribution D(µ,σ) if: 

� � |� � �|� � 2.5 

 Background model update is an important step to keep the background models up-

to-date with environment changes such as illumination and scene changes.  If none of 5 

Gaussian distributions matches the incoming pixel, the update will simply replace the 

distribution with the lowest weight by a new distribution with the same weight, a large 

standard deviation and the mean equal to the incoming pixel.  If there is one distribution 

matching the pixel, its weight, mean and standard deviation will be updated as follows 

[48]:  

�X � �X]Z 0 x y 1 � �X]Z� 

�� � 1 � x���]Z 0 x y �� 
��C � 1 � x���]ZC 0 x y �� � ���C 

whereas the mean and standard deviation for other distributions are kept the same except 

their weights which are reduced as follows:  

�X � �X]Z 0 x y �X]Z 

where α is a learning rate.  In case there are more than one distributions that match the 

pixel, the distribution which has smallest p will be chosen for update.  

 MoG can model fast illumination changes in the scene.  Another advantage of 

MoG is its robustness against repeated camera shaking, which is one very practical 

problem that affects tracking accuracy.  As the obtained images are not stable, large 

regions of noisy strips are segmented from the image, which severely affects the accuracy 

of object extraction.  MoG can fight with repeated camera shaking very well, as the pixel 
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changes caused by repeated camera shaking are recorded in the background distributions 

and are therefore not identified as false segmentation regions any more.   

 On the other hand, when the camera shakes to specific positions which have not 

yet been observed before, many background pixels may get pixel values not modeled 

before and be falsely classified as foreground while they are actually from nearby 

background.  Those false detections could also happen if the camera shakes only 

occasionally.  In that case, even the pixel values are modeled in some distributions 

before, but their rare observations make their weights too small to be considered in 

background models.  Therefore, to suppress these false detections and further refine the 

detection results, we employ a shaking-removal step.  This is based on the observation 

that the false detection regions will have a high probability to be a part of the background 

distributions at its original locations.  Hence, we can decide whether a detected region is 

caused by a real foreground object or the background by considering the background 

distributions in a small neighborhood of the detection region.  If the detection pixel 

matches with the background distributions of pixels in the neighborhood, it is highly 

possible that this detection is false caused by camera shaking.  When considering color 

images with the RGB (Red, Green, Blue) space, this technique proves to be very effective 

as the probability of mismatching is very small [53].  In our implementation, we choose a 

square 5x5 window for shaking removal. 

 The combined MoG modeling of the background and the shaking-removal 

algorithm turn out to be very valuable as video cameras are subject to shakings in 

practice, which would significantly affect segmentation quality if not treated.  The 

proposed method is very general and does not involve manual intervention or rely on any 

prior scene knowledge. The pseudo code for proposed method using MoG could be found 

in Table 3-2. 

%Initialize  
read the first frame from the video to get the size of images  
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create a matrix M with the same size as the frame  
for  all elements in M  
    for  all distributions  
        mean=initial mean;  
        variance=initial variance;  
    end  for  
end  for  
%Processing  
for  all frames of the video  
    %segmenting  
    for  all pixel in the frame  
        for  all distributions  
            t=sum((mean-newcoming_pixel)^2-(2.5*var )^2); %matching  
            if  t<0  
                the new pixel matches one or more d istributions;  
            end  if  
        end  for  
        if  there is no match  
            the pixel is recognize as foreground;  
        end  if  
        if  there is one or more matches  
            find the match that has smallest t valu e;  
            check whether that match belongs to the  background model;  
            if  no  
                set pixel as foreground;  
            end  if  
        end  if  
    end  for  
    %shaking remove  
    for  all pixel in the frame  
        if  foreground  
            for  neighbor pixels  
                take the distribution that has larg est weight;  
                t=sum((mean-newcoming_pixel)^2-(2.5 *var)^2); %matching  
                if  t<0  
                    match found, reset pixel as bac kground;  
                end  if  
            end  for  
        end  if  
    end  for  
    %tracking  
    tracking  %see more detail in tracking pseudo code  
    %updating  
    for  all pixel in the frame  
        if  not belong to a vehicle  
            update mean, variance, weight;            
        end  if  
    end  for  
end  for  

Table 3- 2. Pseudo code for MoG segmentation 
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3.4) Vehicle Tracking 

3.4.1) Object and vehicle model 

 After segmentation, results are binary objects in the image.  Objects are then 

extracted by the connected component algorithm [31], and classified as vehicles if their 

sizes are large enough.  To well represent objects, each object is characterized by both a 

rectangular box with width and length to bind the object, and a contour with the detailed 

shape of the object. An object with above descriptions would be associated with one or 

more vehicles. A vehicle is detailed by states, predicted states, Kalman parameters, a start 

frame, the frame when the vehicle is first detected, and an end frame, the last frame when 

vehicle still could be detected. A state vector, denoted as [x y vx vy] is associated with 

each claimed vehicle, where (x,y) gives the center position of the vehicle and (vx vy) the 

velocity along the image coordinates (x,y).  Figure 3-1 shows how an object and vehicle 

will be represented in our system. 

(a) 

 

(b) 

  

Figure 3- 1. (a) Object’s description (b) vehicle’s hierarchy. 

 

 To relate objects to vehicles, we compare the areas of overlap between the objects 

and vehicles in the image frame. Vehicles’ speed or camera’s frame-rate affects the areas 

of overlap. For example, a fast-moving vehicle or low frame-rate camera could cause 
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segmented objects in the current and previous frame of the same vehicle to have no 

overlap at all. And then the system will create new vehicle description for the current 

segmented object while report the previous vehicle missing. To address this problem, we 

use Kalman filter [54] to estimate the state of vehicles in the next frame based on their 

current states and Kalman parameters, and then compare the areas of overlap between the 

segmented objects and predicted vehicles in the current image frame. 

3.4.2) Kalman filter 

 The Kalman filter is a set of mathematical equations that provides a recursive 

solution of estimations of past, present, and future states. We use the Kalman filter to 

predict the state of a vehicle in the next time frame and save it in predicted state vector. 

The state vector is then updated and tracking is repeated in the next image frame.  The 

state vectors at all times are recorded to derive the complete vehicle trajectory since its 

detection until exit.  

 Due to prediction errors, objects and predicted vehicles could slightly overlap 

even though they are just close to each other. In this case, one object would be associated 

with multiple vehicles or vice verse. To accurately track vehicles, we will break those 

associations by considering the percent of overlap. If an object and a vehicle overlap 

more than a certain threshold, currently is set at 80%, this association is recognized as a 

“strong match”. Otherwise, they have a “loose match”. The priority is given to strong 

matches. If an object and a vehicle has a strong match, all loose matches associated with 

this object and this vehicle will be broken. Then, we try to break all multiple-object to 

multiple-vehicle associations by breaking the association that has the lowest overlap 

percentage. In this way, object-to-vehicle associations are either one-to-one, multiple-to-

one or one-to-multiple, which simplify the tracking process. 

 Moreover, when vehicles have a long stop, the system will gradually model the 

vehicle itself in the background. This leads to the case that many scattered segmented 
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objects are associated with one vehicle. A simple solution is grouping all scattered 

objects to create a new object associated with that vehicle. A pseudo code for overall 

tracking system can be found in Table 3-3. 

%Initialize  
create an empty list of vehicle and object  
  
for  all frame in the video  
    segment foreground using MoG %see more details in MoG pseudo code  
    apply median filter, holes filter;  
    label and group connected components to objects ;  
    %check overlap  
    for  all objects  
    for  all vehicles  
        check overlap between objects and vehicles;  
        if  percent of overlap > 0.8  
            set a strong match and a loose match;  
        else  set only a loose match  
        end  if        
    end  for  
    end  for  
    %break some associations which have multiple matche s  
    for  all objects  
    for  all vehicles  
        if  there is a strong match  
            break all other matches for the current  vehicle and object;  
        else  
            if  there are multiple matches  
                if  multiple objects match with one vehicle K 
                    for  all those objects  
                        if  there is another match with other vehicles  
                            break the match with ve hicle K;  
                        end  if  
                    end  for  
                end  if  
                if  multiple objects match with multiple vehicles  
                    break the match with the least overlap percentage;              
                end  if  
            end  if  
        end  if        
    end  for  
    end  for  
    %update vehicles' state  
    for  all objects  
    for  all vehicles  
        if  the match is one-one  
            update the vehicle with the object;  
        end  if  
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        if  multiple objects match with one vehicle k  
            group all objects together to create a new object;  
            update the vehicle with the new object created;  
        end  if  
        if  multiple vehicles match with one object  
            apply kernel-based tracking to locate e ach vehicle;  
            create a new object for vehicle;  
            update vehicles with corresponding new objects;  
        end  if   
    end  for  
    end  for   
    %update vehicles/objects that have no associati ons    
    for  all objects  
    for  all vehicles 
        if  there is no loose match 
            compute potential match; 
            if  potential match > threshold 
                   update vehicles with correspondi ng objects; 
            else 
                   update vehicle as missing; 
                   create new vehicles for objects;  
            end  if 
        end  if  
    end  for  
    end  for   
    create a current vehicle list 
;     
end  for  

Table 3- 3. Pseudo code for tracking system 

 

3.4.3) Kernel-based tracking in joint feature-spatial spaces 

 In a complex or crowded traffic scene, vehicles can partially or fully occlude each 

other.  The occlusion makes it difficult to track the individual vehicle.  Kalman filtering 

could help when vehicles are occluded for a short time, but if vehicles are occluded for a 

long time and have dramatic velocity changes while occluded, then errors could happen.  

To deal with this problem, we apply Kernel-based tracking in joint feature-spatial spaces 

[55-56] and overlap-based optimization when occlusion is detected.  Given sample points 

q�4,  4w4YZW centered at �� in the model image, and ��� , !���YZW   centered at ��� in the current 

target image, the kernel-based tracking with the Gaussian kernel is [56]: 
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�� � ∑ �4��4�∑ ��4�  

where 

��4� � T �]��]���Q/�Q�]D��]��FQ/3Q�]D	�]	��FQ/�Q
 

where σ and h are the bandwidths in the spatial and feature spaces. 

 The model of the vehicle is taken before occlusion.  The initial center to be 

applied in Kernel-based tracking is the predicted position of the vehicle provided by 

Kalman filtering.   

 To further improve tracking accuracy in case of occlusion, we also employ 

overlap-based optimization.  The purpose of this optimization is to maximize covering 

the area of the objects by occluding vehicles.  For example, considering a simple case of 

two occluding vehicles A and B associated with an object C, we perform the following 

operations: 

K � � � �� � I � �� ��} � � K � � 

where D represents the area of the object that is not covered by the vehicles.  We 

compute the center of D, and then iteratively move the vehicles toward that center to 

cover the overall area of the object as much as possible until no improvement is achieved. 

Finally, the pseudo code for the overall tracking system can be found in Table 3-3. 

3.5) Result 

 We first show the results from vehicle segmentation.  Figure 3-2 (a) shows the 

image frame that has encountered significant camera shaking with respect to the previous 

image frame, and Figure 3-2 (b) shows segmentation results in traditional background 

subtraction methods, and finally Figure 3-2 (c) gives segmentation results with the 
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proposed method.  It is noted the proposed mixture-of-Gaussian background modeling 

and shaking removal algorithm are robust to false detections from camera shaking in 

comparison to other methods.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

(c) 

 

(a): original image 

(b): segmentation result using traditional  

subtraction 

(c): segmentation result using the 

proposed method 

Figure 3- 2. Segmentation results in case of camera shaking. 

 Figure 3-3 shows the overlay of some sample vehicle trajectories for a 2-hour 

video (4-6pm) collected on July 17th 2009 for a roundabout entrance.  All tracked vehicle 

trajectories have been checked for correctness and those that do not have complete 

vehicle trajectories from ramp entrance to exit are excluded. 
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Figure 3- 3. Overlay of vehicle trajectories (one line represents one vehicle 

trajectory).  

 The Kernel-based tracking in joint feature-spatial spaces and overlap-based 

optimization are applied when two or more vehicles encounter occlusions.  Figure 3-4 

gives an example which shows how the system identifies the positions of individual 

vehicles involved in occlusions, when one vehicle (#2) is passing the other two (#3 and 

#4) leading to a merging of three of them.  Also notice the two waiting vehicles (#5 and 

#6) with significant occlusions on the left-hand side of Figure 3-4, due to incoming 

vehicles (#7 and #8) from the other ramp entrance that has right-of-way. Note that in the 

figure, objects are represented in red while vehicles in other various colors. 
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Frame 250 Frame 255 

Frame 260 Frame 265 
Figure 3- 4. Tracking with vehicle occlusions. 
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Chapter 4: Data collection 

 The output of the proposed tracking system is a list of vehicles with their details 

such as the start and end frame, and their position at each specific frame while they’re 

still in the scene. Figure 4-1 shows the hierarchy of the output from all above steps.  

 

Figure 4- 1. The hierarchy of the result from tracking. 

 To provide meaningful data, all information will be processed in data collection 

step. This step is separated from the tracking system discussed in chapter 3. 

4.1) Vehicle count and travel time 

 In traffic data collection, the number of vehicles is a basic data to acquire. All 

typical traffic surveillance system shown in Table 1-1 could obtain this data type. In our 

system, every new vehicle detected will be given an ID (Identification Number). From 

the number of IDs given, we know the number of vehicle in the scene. 

 On the contrary, travel time is not available in all surveillance systems. Many of 

them use vehicles’ average speed to indirectly compute the travel time. In the proposed 
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system, travel time could be measured directly from trajectory. For example, as in Figure 

4-2, we specify two lines (line1 and line2) for the roundabout entrance and the time 

vehicles travel between those lines are derived as travel time. Those customized lines 

ensure that the travel time is consistently measured for all vehicles. Currently, the user 

needs to select a number of image points to define the set of lines for data collection purpose. 

Future work will eliminate this requirement of manual input. 

 

Figure 4- 2. Travel time definition 

4.2) Accepted, rejected, and follow-up gaps 

 We collect accepted and rejected gaps by using manually added lines as in Figure 

4-3. We consider a vehicle from the roundabout entrance has entered the roundabout for 

the moment it passes line 2. If this happens while there are ther vehicles in the other 

roundabout entrance or the roundabout itself, we will group them as accepted-gap couple. 
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And the time from that moment to when the other vehicle in the couple passes line 4 will 

be considered the accepted gap. 

 

Figure 4- 3. Accepted and rejected gaps collection 

 

 To collect rejected gaps, we consider vehicles from the roundabout entrance in 

waiting mode when they cross line 3 but have not entered roundabout yet, which means 

that they have not passed line 2. If there are vehicles in the other entrance or in the 

roundabout at this moment, we group them as a rejected-gap couple. And the time from 

when the vehicle crosses line 3 to when the other vehicle in the couple passes line 4 is 

defined as the rejected gap. 

 The follow-up gap is more complex to define. We consider two consecutive 

vehicles from the roundabout entrance to form a follow-up gap if they freely enter the 

roundabout. This means there should not be vehicles from the other entrance or the 
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roundabout itself during the time when two consecutive vehicles cross line 2. Figure 4-4 

shows how we define the follow-up gap. In practice, the follow-up gap in the case of 

roundabouts is more meaningful when the two consecutive vehicles enter the roundabout 

after long waiting and the roundabout frees up. Future work will take this into 

consideration. 

 

Figure 4- 4. Follow-up time definition 

 

4.3) Result 

 The overall data collection system has been implemented in C and Matlab and 

runs on a 2.33GHz Xeon PC.  We tested the system on a total of 72 videos captured from 

typical surveillance cameras installed by MnDoT [57] on different days (mostly in the 

afternoon) and the average video length is 3 hours.  The processing time for a 3-hour 

video is currently 6 hours in the PC.  All the 72 videos are for the same traffic scene, a 

roundabout entrance (see the above Figures 4-2 or 4-3). The roundabout is located in 

Cottage Grove, Washington County in Minnesota.   
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 In this thesis, we show results from two videos collected on July 17th 2009 (one 

video for 2:30-3:55pm and the other 4-6pm). Figure 4-4 shows the number of vehicles 

that enters and exits the ramp 1 (denoted with the red line in Figure 4-2) every 60 

seconds.  Note that exiting the ramp 1 means the vehicle has entered the roundabout.  In 

addition, Figure 4-5 shows the waiting time it takes for the vehicles to turn into the 

roundabout in ramp 1 every 60 seconds.  

 Figure 4-6 shows the accepted gap sizes for the two videos.  The main error for 

gap size is incurred when there are significant occlusions.  First, the vehicle did not turn 

into the roundabout but was taken so by the system due to poor detections sometimes, 

which caused false gap sizes.  Second, the vehicle turned into the roundabout but was not 

taken so, causing some gap size misses.  Considering the number of false gap sizes and 

gap size misses, the accuracy of gap size in terms of the number of correct entries is 95%.  

However, it should be noted that the accuracy of gap size in terms of actual time value is 

close to 100% when averaged over the number of entries.   
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Figure 4- 5. Vehicle count and waiting time for video 1 (2:30-3:55pm) on left-hand 
side and video 2 (4-6pm) on right-hand side. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4- 6. Accepted gap sizes for (a) video 1 (2:30-3:55pm) and (b) video 2 (4-

6pm). 

 We also collected rejected and follow-up gaps for video captured by the same 

camera on September 7th 2010. Data are shown in Figure 4-7 (horizontal axis refers to 

gap sizes in seconds and vertical axis percents of vehicle). 
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Figure 4- 7. Rejected and follow-up gap sizes for video on September 7th 2010 

 

 In summary, the proposed system is capable of producing a variety of traffic data. 

When compared to ground-truth measurements obtained from manual inspection of the 

videos, it is found that the accuracy on the traffic data is in the range of 70% to 90%, 

which is encouraging. As previous mentioned, the data collection step is separated from 

vehicle tracking itself and does not incur any accuracy loss given vehicle trajectories 

from the vehicle tracking. Therefore, the error is strictly from vehicle tracking, for 

example, poor detection and vehicle occlusion. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 

 In this thesis, we have developed a tracking-based traffic data collection system, 

which is dedicated to roundabout traffic scenes.  We first propose a novel circle-based 

method for camera calibration of roundabout traffic scenes. Then, the system takes pre-

recorded videos as inputs, applies the mixture-of-Gaussian background modeling method 

and a shaking-removal algorithm to segment vehicles, subsequently Kalman filtering, 

Kernel-based tracking and overlap-based optimization to derive complete vehicle 

trajectories, and finally a data mining algorithm to extract interested traffic data.  

Extensive experiments on many videos of a real-world roundabout traffic scene have 

shown that the proposed data collection system can provide traffic data, such as vehicle 

count, waiting time (or travel time), rejected gaps, accepted gaps and follow-up gaps, 

with up to 90% accuracy. Compared to previous methods using sensors or loop inductors 

for traffic data collection of intersections [37-38], the proposed data collection system 

derives the complete vehicle trajectories, giving enough details to collect all types of 

interested traffic data.  The main benefit of the proposed system is that it can 

automatically collect traffic data with minimum requirements of manual inputs so that 

significant labor work and cost can be saved.  Also, it can be used for traffic data 

collection for intersections, as traffic behavior at intersections is similar to those at 

roundabouts.  

A few specific innovations achieved in this research are as follows: 

First of all, to the best of our knowledge, this paper reports the first work on 

camera calibration of roundabouts.  However, we did not use the calibration results in our 

tracking system because the sloping roundabout entrances in the videos. The significant 

slope could cause some inaccuracy in the tracking results.  
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 Second, from algorithm point of view, the proposed system employs a shaking-

removal algorithm to address false detections from camera shaking. 

 Third, we propose to apply Kernel-based tracking and overlap-based optimization 

to address vehicle occlusions, which has not been explored before.  

The proposed system is similar to Miovision in concept [39].  However, as 

mentioned before Miovision is restricted to vehicle count for intersections so far [39], 

whereas the propose system can collect all types of interested traffic data for roundabouts 

and can be readily extended for intersections.  

At the same time, we are also aware of the limitations of the developed system, 

which will be addressed in future work. First, the proposed system has not addressed 

night-time vehicle tracking, as vehicles are more difficult to be detected at night. Though 

there are methods proposed to use the headlights or taillights for vehicle tracking, it is not 

found to be very reliable in our experiments. Second, vehicle shadow is also difficult 

issue. Vehicle shadows could be recognized as part of the objects, which lead to tracking 

errors. In particular, when the Sun moves to some specific angles, the sunlight 

significantly blocks the view of the camera. One way to deal with vehicles’ shadows is to 

take advantage of the color information, which is not very reliable in our experiments. 

Third, a single camera in the developed system may not provide adequate view coverage 

of the whole roundabout and this prevents deriving original-destination pairs of the 

roundabout.  If the single camera is zoomed out to cover the whole roundabout, the 

vehicle may be too small to be differentiated from environmental noise during image 

processing.  The other challenge with a single camera is vehicle occlusion, which is a 

notorious problem again due to limited view of one camera. Future work plans to explore 

the use of multiple cameras to improve tracking accuracy.  
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